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The authors describe 3 theoretical accounts of age-related increases in falsely remembering that imagined
actions were performed (A. K. Thomas & J. B. Bulevich, 2006). To investigate these accounts and further
explore age-related changes in reality monitoring of action memories, the authors used a new paradigm
in which actions were (a) imagined only, (b) actually performed, or (c) both imagined and performed.
Older adults were more likely than younger adults to misremember the source of imagined-only actions,
with older adults more often specifying that the action was imagined and also that it was performed. For
both age groups, illusions that the actions were only performed decreased as repetitions of the imaginedonly events increased. These patterns suggest that both older and younger adults use qualitative
characteristics when making reality-monitoring judgments and that repeated imagination produces richer
records of both sensory details and cognitive operations. However, sensory information derived from
imagination appears to be more similar to that derived from performance for older adults than for younger
adults.
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Attributing action memories to imagination or performance is a
type of reality monitoring (Johnson & Raye, 1981). Though reality
monitoring of action memories has been the subject of numerous
past investigations (e.g., Anderson, 1984; Foley & Johnson, 1985;
Goff & Roediger, 1998; Thomas, Bulevich, & Loftus, 2003), little
is known about how and why reality monitoring for memories of
discrete actions (as opposed to more complex events; see Hashtroudi, Johnson, & Chrosniak, 1990) might differ in older versus
younger adults. Here we are interested specifically in people’s
ability to distinguish between their own prior acts of imagination
and performance (see Cohen & Faulkner, 1989, Experiment 1, and
Kausler, Lichty, & Freund, 1985, for younger vs. older adult
source memory for self- vs. other-performed actions). Foley and
Johnson (1985) examined this ability in children versus adults, but
there has been only one published investigation of age-related
differences in adulthood.
In that study, Thomas and Bulevich (2006) compared younger
and older adults in a procedure in which participants engaged in
three separate experimental sessions (following Goff & Roediger,
1998). In Session 1, participants imagined some actions and performed others one time each. In Session 2, conducted 24 hr after
Session 1, participants imagined each of the actions from Session
1 zero, one, or five times. Also in Session 2, additional actions that
were not presented in Session 1 were imagined zero, one, or five
times. Finally, in Session 3, participants viewed a list of all the
actions presented in the first two sessions, plus new actions.
Participants judged whether each action was presented in Session
1 specifically and, if so, whether it was imagined or performed in
that session. Participants were instructed to ignore how the action
was presented in Session 2, if applicable.
Replicating past research employing similar methods (e.g., Goff &
Roediger, 1998; Thomas et al., 2003), Thomas and Bulevich (2006)

Everyday life is a jumble of imagined and performed actions.
There are actions people imagine doing but never get around to
performing, like sending an overdue e-mail; actions they actually
do perform without necessarily imagining, like locking the office
door when they step out; and still other actions they both imagine
and perform, as when one imagines taking a daily medication
while standing in the shower and then takes it after getting out.
Contributing to the jumble is the fact that actions may be imagined
and/or performed only once or multiple times. The ability to
correctly identify the origin of action memories is of obvious
importance. To avoid believing they did things they did not do,
people must not identify imagined-only actions as performed; to
avoid repeating themselves, they must remember performed actions as actually done and not merely imagined. For older adults
especially, meeting these memory challenges may be critically
important. For instance, older adults frequently take multiple medications (e.g., Morell, Park, Kidder, & Martin, 1997); therefore,
correctly identifying the origin of memories concerning one’s
medication schedule is crucial for avoiding self-medication errors.
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found that the more times actions were imagined in Session 2, the
more likely they were to be attributed to performance in Session 1
(the imagination inflation effect). This held regardless of age and
regardless of whether the action had actually been imagined,
performed, or not presented in Session 1. The key novel age
difference was that older participants were more likely than
younger participants to misremember imagined-only actions from
either of the first two sessions as performed in Session 1 (at least
when older and younger participants were tested at the same
retention interval). In other words, older participants exhibited a
reality-monitoring deficit for imagined actions.
Why are older adults more likely than younger adults to misremember imagined actions as performed? In this article we present
several possible theoretical explanations for the age-related realitymonitoring deficit. Following presentation of the theoretical explanations, we describe a new experimental paradigm that builds
on the Thomas and Bulevich (2006) work and provides leverage
on adjudicating among these possibilities.

Theoretical Explanations
One interpretation of Thomas and Bulevich’s (2006) finding
that reality-monitoring errors increased with number of imaginings
and were especially prevalent for older adults is that participants—
especially older ones—sometimes based their judgments on general trace information, such as overall strength or familiarity. This
idea is in line with a popular account of imagination inflation
effects (Garry, Manning, Loftus, & Sherman, 1996; Goff & Roediger, 1998; Thomas et al., 2003; Thomas & Loftus, 2002):
Imagining the action statements five times may greatly increase
participants’ familiarity with the statement and its action, leading
them to make a did response because they misinterpreted the strong
familiarity of the statement as indicating that they had actually performed the action. (Goff & Roediger, p. 28)

Expanding on this idea, participants— especially older ones—
would in general be expected to attribute more familiar statements
to the source that they experience as producing the greatest familiarity (or strength).
In Thomas and Bulevich (2006), performance produced stronger
or more familiar item memory than did imagination, as evidenced
by better old–new recognition for performed than imagined actions
(the enactment effect; see Engelkamp, 1998). Hence, participants
and especially the older adults may have attributed generally
stronger, more familiar memories to performance and weaker
memories to imagination.1 As just noted (Goff & Roediger, 1998),
it follows that attributions to performance would thus increase with
repeated imagining (for purposes of exposition we label this possibility the general strength heuristic).
Two alternative accounts can be derived from the sourcemonitoring framework (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993),
which assumes that memories are attributed to sources (e.g., imagination, performance) based largely on the degree of match between the quantity and quality of information retrieved and the
expected informational characteristics of memories from different
sources. The prominent qualitative characteristics of interest here
are sensory detail (visual, auditory, tactile) and information about
cognitive operations involved in generating mental images (e.g.,
retrieving information, judging the quality of an image). Because
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memories of imagined and performed events generally do differ in
terms of sensory detail and cognitive operations (e.g., Brewer,
1988; Hashtroudi et al., 1990; McGinnis & Roberts, 1996; Suengas
& Johnson, 1988), attributions based on these qualitative characteristics can be relatively accurate. However, as outlined below,
misattributions can occur for various reasons.
One idea is that older adults more often misattribute imagined
actions to performance because they more often base their judgments specifically on sensory details and underutilize cognitive
operations (see Thomas et al., 2003, for evidence that younger
adults’ reality-monitoring judgments are sensitive to amount of
sensory detail). Both imagination and performance produce a
memorial record of sensory details (Johnson et al., 1993), but one
way to distinguish between the two is that memories of imagination typically include a richer record of cognitive operations related to the generation of those details. It may be that older adults
are less likely to evaluate cognitive operations when making
reality-monitoring judgments than are younger adults (see Thomas
& Bulevich, 2006, Experiment 2, for supporting evidence) and
therefore more often misattribute imagined actions to performance
on the basis of recollecting sensory details.
To the extent that even younger adults sometimes fail to evaluate cognitive operations, this hypothesis (which we term underutilization of cognitive operations) can also explain why Thomas
and Bulevich (2006) found that five imaginings versus one led to
more false “performed” responses for both age groups. The idea is
that repeated imagination increases the amount of sensory detail in
memories, and greater amounts are more indicative of performance
than imagination (e.g., Brewer, 1988; Hashtroudi et al., 1990;
McGinnis & Roberts, 1996; Suengas & Johnson, 1988). Repeated
imagination also enriches the record of cognitive operations, but
again, that matters only if participants use those operations.
A final hypothesis is based on the possibility that Thomas and
Bulevich’s (2006) paradigm may have overestimated the extent of
any underutilization of cognitive operations. That is, source responses in this paradigm may not reveal all the source information
participants actually evaluate. Consider that participants are required to report only how actions occurred in Session 1. Participants do not report whether they remember imagining actions in
Session 2. Hence, it is possible that with more numerous imaginings, participants are simultaneously more likely to believe that
they performed the actions in Session 1 and that they also imagined the actions in Session 2. To elaborate, memories of imagined
actions may have qualitative characteristics indicative of both
imagination and performance, and participants may take this to
mean that actions were performed in Session 1 and imagined in
Session 2 (as some actions in this paradigm actually were). By this
account, participants fully use qualitative characteristics when
making reality-monitoring judgments, but false “performed” responses nevertheless occur, and they increase with repeated imagination because performance is indicated by elements of those
characteristics. In actuality, the participants may believe the ac1

Note that this formulation is consistent with Hoffman’s (1997) findings
that entirely new items, which presumably have not been strongly encoded
and are of low familiarity, tend to be attributed to the source that produces
weaker memories.
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tions were imagined at one point and performed at another (we
label this account dual attributions).
This dual-attribution account raises the possibility that agerelated reality-monitoring deficits may be explained, at least in
part, by age differences in the tendency to make dual attributions
on the basis of a complete evaluation of qualitative characteristics.
Specifically, one could hypothesize that in late adulthood versus
young adulthood, memories of imagined actions are qualitatively
more confusable with memories arising from both imagination and
performance. This could be the case if, with age, the sensory detail
derived from performance becomes more similar to that derived
from imagination. The idea here is that in young adulthood,
sensory information derived from actual interaction with the rich,
multisensory world tends to be more vivid than self-generated
sensory information. However, in late adulthood, there are declines
in the operation of sensory–perceptual systems (Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997; Verillo, 1993) and the process by which multiple
features of events are bound together in memory (Chalfonte &
Johnson, 1996; Naveh-Benjamin, 2000). These declines presumably reduce the amount of sensory detail in memories of performed
actions. If older adults consequently come to expect less sensory
detail in their memories of performed actions, then when they
evaluate the qualitative characteristics of memories of imagined
actions, they may be more likely to accept the limited sensory
information they generated as evidence of performance (while
simultaneously accepting cognitive operations as evidence of
imagination).
In sum, at least three theoretical accounts of an age-related
reality-monitoring deficit for imagined actions seem possible.
These accounts explain the age difference in the incidence of false
“performed” responses observed in Thomas and Bulevich (2006).
However, previous studies examining reality-monitoring failures
that have considered accounts based on familiarity or strength
versus qualitative characteristics have been unable to empirically
distinguish them (Goff & Roediger, 1998; Thomas & Loftus,
2002).

The Present Study
To help distinguish between the above accounts and to further
investigate age-related changes in reality monitoring, we used a
novel paradigm in this study. In our procedure, participants imagined performing some actions, performed others, and both imagined and performed still others in a single initial session. Some
actions were imagined and/or performed once, and some multiple
times. In a second session conducted two weeks later, participants
indicated on separate numeric scales how often they had imagined
and how often they had performed actions in the first session. By
assessing independently whether participants remember imagining
actions and whether they remember performing them, this procedure allows for a more complete investigation of the bases for
younger and older adults’ reality-monitoring attributions.
A key feature of the present procedure is that it reveals
whether actions that were only imagined are misremembered as
performed only or are remembered as both imagined and performed. The three accounts of the age-related realitymonitoring deficit detailed above make different predictions
about the patterns of age-related differences in reality monitoring and how repetition of imagination should affect the agerelated differences. Table 1 presents a summary of the accounts
and their predictions for source errors for imagined items in the
present experiment. Here we briefly highlight the critical theoretical underpinnings of these predictions.
The general-strength-heuristic account predicts that repetition of imagination should increase misattributions of
imagined-only actions to the source that produces the strongest
item memory (as inferred from old–new recognition rates), and
older adults should make more of these misattributions than
younger adults (because older adults rely more on trace strength
for source attributions). In the present experiment, both items that
were only performed and items that were imagined and performed
produced robust item memory. Consequently, in the present context a
strength–familiarity

Table 1
Summary of Theoretical Viewpoints, Assumptions, and Associated Predictions
Theory

Reality-monitoring processes

Strength–familiarity heuristic

Strong–familiar items attributed
to the source(s) experienced
as producing greater
strength–familiarity
Cognitive operations associated
with imagination not as fully
considered as are sensory
details (which accrue from
both imagination and
performance)
Both cognitive operations and
sensory details evaluated

Underutilization of cognitive
operations

Dual attributions

Age difference

Predicted older adults’ source error for
imagined items in this study

Older adults more likely to rely on
familiarity for source judgments than
are younger adults

Equally likely to be judged as performed
only and as performed in addition to
imagineda

Older adults less likely than younger
adults to consider cognitive operations
in making source judgments

Predominantly judged as performed only,
especially with repeated imagining
(producing strong sensory encoding)

Older adults encode fewer sensory details
during performance than do younger
adults; thus sensory details not as
diagnostic in distinguishing
imagination from performance

Judged as imagined and performed, with
no increase in this error with repeated
imaging

Note. Summary of the theoretical viewpoints presented in this study, their assumptions regarding the locus of age-related differences in reality monitoring,
and associated predictions of expected age-related patterns in source errors for imagined items.
a
Prediction based on the equivalently high item recognition of performed items and performed ⫹ imagined items.
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heuristic predicts that older adults should show approximately equivalent distribution of misattributions to both sources, and these misattributions should increase with repeated imagination.
The underutilization-of-cognitive-operations account predicts that older adults should be more likely than younger adults
to misattribute imagined-only actions to having been performed
only, but no more likely (or even less likely) to misattribute
them to having been performed in addition to having been
imagined, because older adults will not realize that the actions
were in fact imagined. Further, if underutilization of cognitive
operations persists regardless of how often actions are imagined, then these performed-only errors should increase with
repeated imagination (because repeated imagination will enrich
the sensory detail in memories and make them more performance-like). Most important for current purposes, older adults
especially should show this increase in performed-only errors
with repetition of imagination (a pattern that would parallel
Thomas & Bulevich, 2006). Note also that for actions that are
actually both imagined and performed, older adults should more
often fail to remember that they were imagined and therefore
mistakenly believe these actions were only performed.
By contrast, the dual-attributions account predicts that older
adults should more often attribute imagined-only actions to
having been performed in addition to imagined than younger
adults do, but older adults should be fairly comparable to
younger adults in attributing these items to having been performed only. The proportion of imagined items attributed to
imagination that are also attributed to performance may be
greater for older adults than younger adults, but it is important
that from this perspective the pattern may be static across
repetitions of imagination. The idea here is that repeated imagination may simultaneously increase the number of actions that
are correctly remembered as imagined (because the record of
cognitive operations is presumably being augmented) and the
number that are falsely remembered as also performed (because
sensory detail is accruing as well).
A final aspect of this experiment warrants mention. Past
studies have shown that increasing the number of times actions
are imagined increases the likelihood they will be falsely remembered as performed (Goff & Roediger, 1998; Thomas &
Bulevich, 2006; Thomas et al., 2003), but these studies have not
addressed the question of how many times participants remember performing the actions when they did not perform them
even once. Indeed, to our knowledge, all past studies of false
memory and aging have focused exclusively on false memories
for single instances of events (see Roediger & McDaniel, 2007,
for a review). Johnson and colleagues (Johnson, Raye, Wang, &
Taylor, 1979; Johnson, Taylor, & Raye, 1977; Raye, Johnson,
& Taylor, 1980) conducted a series of studies investigating the
influence of imagination on the perceived frequency of real
external events, but they were not concerned with false memories of events that did not happen at all, or with age-related
differences. In the present experiment, participants indicated
the number of times they remembered imagining and/or performing actions, allowing us to examine whether frequency
estimates of illusory performance increase with the number of
times actions are imagined.
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Participants
Participants were 17 younger adults (15 women) between 18
and 31 years of age (M ⫽ 19.0 years) and 34 older adults (23
women) between 65 and 87 years of age (M ⫽ 76.3 years).
Younger adults had fewer years of education (M ⫽ 13.7 years) and
lower scores on the Shipley Vocabulary Test (M ⫽ 26.5; Shipley,
1940) than older adults did; for older adults, M ⫽ 16.7 years of
education, t(49) ⫽ ⫺4.80, p ⬍ .001, and M ⫽ 36.3 on Shipley,
t(47) ⫽ ⫺7.20, p ⬍ .001. Participants in this study were the same
as those in Butler, McDaniel, Dornburg, Price, and Roediger
(2004). One younger and one older adult were not included in
these analyses because of false alarms to new items more than 50%
of the time, and one older adult was excluded for complete failure
to discriminate whether actions were performed or imagined.

Materials
A set of 72 action statements was created in which most of the
actions involved a single object, the action was typical for that
object, and the objects were small and familiar (e.g., “roll the car
across the table”). The actions and objects were chosen to be
dissimilar from one another (see Appendix). This set was divided
into four subsets; three were presented at study, and one was used
for new statements in the test phase. The study subsets were
assigned to three different conditions: performed-only, imaginedonly, and imagined ⫹ performed. Within each condition, action
statements were equally divided among different levels of frequency. Performed-only and imagined-only actions were performed or imagined one, two, or four times. Imagined ⫹ performed actions were either imagined once and performed once or
imagined twice and performed twice. Across participants the particular subsets were counterbalanced across the study and frequency conditions.
Action statements were presented in a random order during the study.
When an action was presented more than once, the presentations were
randomly distributed throughout the sequence, rather than following one
after the other. For imagined ⫹ performed actions, the order of imagination and performance trials was randomly determined.
Participants were tested with all 72 action statements read aloud
by the experimenter. The test statements were presented in alphabetical order for younger adults and in a random order for older
adults, due to an experimenter error. Examination of both orders,
however, indicated that neither contained systematic groupings of
actions from a particular encoding condition. The test form provided two scales for each statement, one labeled “Did” and the
other labeled “Imagined.” Both scales ranged from 0 to 8.

Procedure
The experiment was divided into two sessions. In the first
session, participants were told that the experimenter would be
reading a list of action statements and that their memory for the
statements would be tested during the second session. They were
not told what type of test would be given. Participants were shown
the objects referenced in the statements and instructed to do or
imagine the specified action (e.g., “Do. Break the toothpick,” or
“Imagine. Break the toothpick.”). When given the “do” instruction,
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participants were told to perform the stated action to the best of
their ability. When given the “imagine” instruction, they were told
to imagine performing the action in as much detail as possible.
Specifically, participants were told to imagine the feel of the object
in their hands, the movements they would make, the type and
volume of sound the object might produce, and the visual details
of the object they would see when performing the action. Trials
lasted 15 s, and participants were instructed to continue performing
or imagining the action for the entire 15 s. Objects remained in
view until the end of the trial. At the end of each imagination trial,
participants rated the clarity of the image they created on a scale
from 0 (completely unclear) to 7 (completely clear).
Following the study procedure participants were given a break.
Then they completed a 5-min vocabulary test followed by an
unrelated memory task in which participants studied associated
word lists and were tested on them. Results from the unrelated
memory task were reported in Butler et al. (2004). Two weeks
later, participants returned for a memory test on the action statements. The entire set of statements (old and new) was presented
one at a time, and participants indicated how many times (from 0
to 8) they performed and imagined each action on separate scales
labeled “Did” and “Imagined.” Participants were told that some of
the actions would be new, some had been performed only, some
had been imagined only, and some had been both performed and
imagined.

Results
The alpha level for significance was .05 for all analyses.

Item Memory
We first analyzed old–new recognition. An action was judged
old if participants gave any nonzero response on at least one of the
scales (for this analysis, we ignored whether the correct scale or
scales were endorsed). Table 2 shows the mean proportion of
actions correctly judged old (i.e., hits). To compare recognition of
imagined-only and performed-only items to imagined ⫹ performed items, it was necessary to ignore items imagined or performed only once. We analyzed hits with a 2 (age: younger or
older) ⫻ 2 (frequency: 2⫻ or 4⫻) ⫻ 3 (source: imagined-only,
performed-only, or imagined ⫹ performed) mixed analysis of
variance (ANOVA), in which age was a between-participants

Table 2
Mean Hit Rates (With Standard Errors) as a Function of
Source, Age, and Frequency

variable and frequency and source were within-participant variables. Item memory was greater for younger (M ⫽ 0.96) than older
(M ⫽ 0.85) participants, F(1, 49) ⫽ 15.66, MSE ⫽ 0.05, p ⬍ .001,
and recognition increased with frequency of presentation (M for
2⫻ ⫽ 0.86 and M for 4⫻ ⫽ 0.95), F(1, 49) ⫽ 22.12, MSE ⫽ 0.02,
p ⬍ .001. Note that the effect of frequency was mediated by age,
F(1, 49) ⫽ 4.89, MSE ⫽ 0.12, p ⫽ .03, in that the increase in hits
was larger for older (M ⫽ 0.13) than younger (M ⫽ 0.05) participants, but this is likely due to the fact that younger participants
were already near ceiling for actions presented twice (M ⫽ 0.93),
whereas older participants were not (M ⫽ 0.79).
Finally, and most important, item memory varied by source,
F(2, 98) ⫽ 6.87, MSE ⫽ 0.01, p ⫽ .002, but the main effect was
qualified by an interaction with age, F(2, 98) ⫽ 3.97, MSE ⫽ 0.01,
p ⫽ .02. As seen in Table 2, for younger participants item memory
was about the same and near ceiling regardless of source. However, for older participants hits for imagined-only items (M ⫽
0.80) were significantly lower than for performed-only items (M ⫽
0.89), t(33) ⫽ 4.55, p ⬍ .001, and imagined ⫹ performed items
(M ⫽ 0.87), t(33) ⫽ 3.65, p ⫽ .001. Hits for performed-only and
imagined ⫹ performed items did not differ, t(33) ⫽ 1.01, p ⫽ .32.
In sum, memory strength increased with frequency of presentation and, at least for older adults, actions that were performed-only
or imagined ⫹ performed were more likely to be recognized than
those that were imagined-only. Further evidence for these effects
came from an analysis of hits for actions imagined-only or
performed-only once versus twice. A 2 (age) ⫻ 2 (frequency: 1⫻
or 2⫻) ⫻ 2 (source: imagined-only or performed-only) ANOVA
revealed main effects of frequency, F(1, 49) ⫽ 69.80, MSE ⫽
0.04, p ⬍ .001, and source, F(1, 49) ⫽ 18.69, MSE ⫽ 0.03, p ⬍
.001. Hits were greater for actions imagined only or performed
only twice (M ⫽ 0.85) versus once (M ⫽ 0.59) and were greater
for performed-only actions (M ⫽ 0.78) than imagined-only ones
(M ⫽ 0.67). Although the memory advantage for performed-only
actions held regardless of frequency, it was substantially smaller
when actions were presented twice (M ⫽ 0.06) versus once (M ⫽
0.17), and this resulted in a significant interaction of frequency and
source, F(1, 49) ⫽ 5.62, MSE ⫽ 0.02, p ⫽ .02.
We also tested whether younger and older participants differed
in the proportion of new actions erroneously identified as old (i.e.,
false alarms). An independent-samples t test indicated no significant difference (M ⫽ 0.07 for younger participants and M ⫽ 0.11
for older participants), t(49) ⫽ 1.12, p ⫽ .27.

Recognition and Reality Monitoring

Frequency
Source
Imagined only
Younger
Older
Performed only
Younger
Older
Imagined ⫹ performed
Younger
Older

1⫻

2⫻

4⫻

.56 (.06)
.46 (.05)

.91 (.03)
.73 (.04)

.99 (.01)
.87 (.03)

.75 (.06)
.60 (.04)

.95 (.02)
.82 (.03)

.99 (.01)
.96 (.01)

.94 (.02)
.82 (.03)

.96 (.02)
.93 (.02)

—
—

Compared to younger participants, older participants had significantly fewer hits but not significantly more false alarms. This
suggests that, although older participants remembered fewer of the
actions, they did not simply guess that actions were old in an
attempt to compensate for their lack of memory; if they had, their
false alarm rate would have been higher than that of younger
participants. Thus, we can assume that reality-monitoring judgments for old actions were based on genuine item memory for
those actions to the same extent for younger and older participants.
However, because older participants had fewer hits than younger
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participants, we analyzed reality-monitoring judgments conditional on recognition.2

Reality Monitoring of Imagined-Only Actions
We first calculated for each participant the proportion of
imagined-only actions given any nonzero response on the imagined scale. These responses constitute source identifications that
are at least partially correct because they indicate that participants
thought they had imagined the actions at least once. The proportions were entered into a 2 (age) ⫻ 3 (frequency) ANOVA. There
was no main effect of age, F(1, 45) ⫽ 1.37, MSE ⫽ 0.13, p ⫽ .25,
and no interaction between age and frequency, F ⬍ 1. The mean
proportion of imagined source identifications was comparable for
younger adults (M ⫽ 0.83) and older adults (M ⫽ 0.76). However,
imagined source identifications did vary as a function of frequency, F(2, 90) ⫽ 10.52, MSE ⫽ 0.04, p ⬍ .001. Actions that
were imagined more often were more likely to be judged imagined
(for 1⫻, 2⫻, and 4⫻, M ⫽ 0.68, 0.83, and 0.87, respectively). The
complement of this analysis is that of imagined-only actions given
a zero response on the “imagined” scale (and a nonzero response
on the “did” scale). Participants failed to remember imagining
these actions at all, and instead thought they had only performed
them. Of theoretical importance is that such performed-only errors
were not significantly more common for older adults (M ⫽ 0.24)
than younger adults (M ⫽ 0.17), and they decreased with repeated
imagining (for 1⫻, 2⫻, and 4⫻, M ⫽ 0.32, 0.17, and 0.13,
respectively).
Older adults were not significantly less likely than younger
adults to remember that imagined-only actions had, in fact, been
imagined, but it is possible they were less able to keep track of the
exact number of times the actions had been imagined. To test for
age-related differences in imagination-frequency judgments, we
calculated for each participant the mean nonzero “imagined” response given to imagined-only actions at each level of frequency
(only participants who gave at least one nonzero “imagined”
response at all levels of frequency were included in this analysis).
The means were submitted to a 2 (age) ⫻ 3 (frequency) ANOVA.
There was a main effect of frequency, F(2, 80) ⫽ 4.54, MSE ⫽
0.36, p ⬍ .001, such that estimates increased with number of
imaginings (see the top half of Table 3). More important for
present purposes, there was no main effect of age, F ⬍ 1. There
was, however, a significant interaction between age and frequency,
F(2, 80) ⫽ 4.54, MSE ⫽ 0.36, p ⫽ .01. As seen in the top half of
Table 3
Mean Nonzero Responses (With Standard Errors) for ImaginedOnly Actions as a Function of Age and Frequency
of Imagination
Frequency of imagination
Response
Imagination-frequency
Younger
Older
Performance-frequency
Younger
Older

N

1⫻

2⫻

4⫻

16
26

1.4 (0.10)
1.6 (0.11)

1.7 (0.14)
2.0 (0.13)

2.9 (0.29)
2.5 (0.21)

11
20

1.3 (0.12)
1.7 (0.18)

1.6 (0.22)
2.0 (0.18)

2.0 (0.23)
2.4 (0.22)
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Table 3, the increase in estimates between actions imagined two
times versus four times was larger for younger adults (Mdifference ⫽
1.20) than older adults (Mdifference ⫽ 0.50). To confirm that this
difference drove the Age ⫻ Frequency interaction, we submitted
estimates from the 2⫻ and 4⫻ conditions to a 2 (age) ⫻ 2
(frequency) ANOVA. The interaction remained significant, F(1,
40) ⫽ 9.75, MSE ⫽ 0.29, p ⫽ .003. Despite this interaction, mean
frequency estimates did not differ significantly as a function of age
at any level of frequency (smallest p ⫽ .14), and overall, older and
younger adults were generally similar in tracking the number of
prior acts of imagination.
Having established that younger and older adults were about
equally likely to remember prior acts of imagination as imagined,
we next calculated the proportion of those imagined actions correctly identified as imagined that were also identified as performed
(i.e., that received a nonzero response on the “did” scale). Participants who did not identify at least one imagined-only action as
imagined at all levels of the frequency variable were excluded
from this analysis (n ⫽ 1 younger adult and 8 older adults). Note
that a performed response to these actions constitutes a memory
illusion because the actions had in fact only been imagined. The
proportions of items judged imagined items that were also judged
performed were entered into a 2 (age) ⫻ 3 (frequency) ANOVA.
There was a main effect of age, F(1, 40) ⫽ 8.95, MSE ⫽ 0.29, p ⫽
.005. As seen in Table 4, of the actions correctly identified as
imagined, a greater proportion were also falsely remembered as
performed by older adults (M ⫽ 0.49) than by younger adults
(M ⫽ 0.19). There was no main effect of repetition and no
interaction between age and frequency, Fs ⬍ 1.
We also recalculated the above proportions relative to all imagined items that were recognized as old and obtained similar results.
The proportion of recognized items given nonzero frequency estimates on both the “imagined” and “did” scales was greater for
older adults (M ⫽ 0.35) than younger adults (M ⫽ 0.18), F(1,
45) ⫽ 5.05, MSE ⫽ 0.18, p ⫽ .03. In this analysis, there was also
a marginally significant main effect of frequency, F(2, 90) ⫽ 2.65,
MSE ⫽ 0.04, p ⫽ .08, such that responses of both imagined and
performed increased somewhat with frequency (for 1⫻, 2⫻, and
4⫻, M ⫽ 0.20, 0.28, and 0.30, respectively). The Age ⫻ Frequency interaction was not significant, F ⬍ 1.
Thus, although older and younger adults were about equally
likely to remember imagining actions that they had in fact imagined, older adults were more likely to falsely remember having
also performed those actions at least once. We also tested for age
differences in estimates of the number of times the actions had
been performed. We calculated for each participant the mean
nonzero performed response given to imagined-only actions at
each level of frequency (only participants who gave at least one
nonzero performed response at all levels of frequency were included in this analysis). Means were submitted to a 2 (age) ⫻ 3
(frequency) ANOVA. As seen in the bottom half of Table 3, for
2

Analyses of reality-monitoring judgments included only those participants
who had at least one hit at all levels of the frequency variable. This excluded
4 older participants in the analyses of imagined-only actions and 1 younger
participant and 2 older participants in the analyses of performed-only actions.
No participants were excluded from the analyses of imagined ⫹ performed
actions. Degrees of freedom differ accordingly between analyses.
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Table 4
Mean Proportion of Judged-Imagined Items (With Standard
Errors) That Were Also Judged Performed as a Function of
Frequency and Age
Frequency
Age

1⫻

2⫻

4⫻

Younger
Older

.16 (.09)
.47 (.07)

.20 (.09)
.51 (.07)

.21 (.09)
.48 (.07)

both younger and older participants, mean performance-frequency
estimates increased with repeated imagination, F(2, 58) ⫽ 11.74,
MSE ⫽ 0.34, p ⬍ .001. Older participants gave marginally higher
mean performance-frequency estimates than did younger participants at all frequencies of imagination, F(1, 29) ⫽ 2.94, MSE ⫽
1.25, p ⬍ .10. There was no interaction between age and frequency, F ⬍ 1.

Reality Monitoring of Performed-Only Actions
Reality monitoring of performed-only actions was analyzed in
the same manner as that of imagined-only actions. Analysis of
correct performed responses to performed-only actions yielded a
significant effect only of frequency, F(2, 98) ⫽ 11.94, MSE ⫽
0.03, p ⬍ .001. Actions that were performed more times were
more likely to be judged performed (for 1⫻, 2⫻, and 4⫻, M ⫽
0.84, 0.97, and 0.99, respectively). Neither the main effect of age
nor the interaction between age and frequency were significant,
Fs ⬍ 1. The proportion of correct performed responses was near
ceiling for both younger adults (M ⫽ 0.95) and older adults (M ⫽
0.93).
Not only were younger and older adults equally likely to remember the performed source of performed-only actions, but they
gave similar performance-frequency estimates to these items (see
the top half of Table 5). Analysis of these estimates yielded a
significant effect of frequency, F(2, 92) ⫽ 145.42, MSE ⫽ 0.24,
p ⬍ .001, such that estimates increased with number of performances (for 1⫻, 2⫻, and 4⫻, M ⫽ 1.5, 2.3, and 3.3, respectively).
There was no main effect of age and no interaction, Fs ⬍ 1.
Next we analyzed the proportion of judged-performed items that
were also judged imagined (1 younger adult and 2 older adults
were excluded from this analysis because they did not identify at
least one performed-only action as performed at all levels of the
frequency variable). The only significant effect was of frequency,
F(2, 92) ⫽ 7.09, MSE ⫽ 0.03, p ⫽ .001. Actions that were
correctly remembered as performed were more likely to be also
falsely remembered as imagined the more times they were performed (for 1⫻, 2⫻, and 4⫻, M ⫽ 0.30, 0.42, and 0.43, respectively). Older adults were somewhat more likely to give false
imagined responses (M ⫽ 0.46) than were younger adults (M ⫽
0.31), but the main effect of age was not significant, F(1, 46) ⫽
2.16, MSE ⫽ 0.31, p ⫽ .15, and neither was the interaction of age
and frequency, F(2, 92) ⫽ 2.25, MSE ⫽ 0.02, p ⫽ .11.
Statistical analysis of mean imagination-frequency estimates
given to performed-only actions (see the bottom half of Table 5)
yielded no significant effects (smallest p ⫽ .14).

Reality Monitoring of Imagined ⫹ Performed Actions
To analyze reality monitoring of imagined ⫹ performed actions,
we first calculated the proportion of these actions that were given
nonzero responses on both the “imagined” and the “did” scales.
This response profile constitutes a completely correct source identification for these items. The proportions were entered into a 2
(age) ⫻ 2 (frequency) ANOVA. There was a main effect of
frequency, F(1, 49) ⫽ 5.94, MSE ⫽ 0.03, p ⫽ .02, such that
correct source identifications were more common for actions
imagined and performed twice (M ⫽ 0.76) versus once (M ⫽
0.67). More important, there was a marginally significant main
effect of age, F(1, 49) ⫽ 3.90, MSE ⫽ 0.17, p ⫽ .05, such that
source memory was poorer for older adults (M ⫽ 0.63) than
younger adults (M ⫽ 0.80). There was no interaction, F ⬍ 1.
Were older adults marginally less likely than younger adults to
remember both sources of imagined ⫹ performed actions because
they were more likely to remember that the actions had been only
imagined, only performed, or both? To answer this question, we
calculated for each participant the proportion of imagined ⫹
performed actions given an imagined-only response (i.e., a nonzero response on the “imagined” scale and a zero response on the
“did” scale) and the proportion given a performed-only response
(i.e., a nonzero response on the “did” scale and a zero response on
the “imagined” scale). These proportions were submitted to separate 2 (age) ⫻ 2 (frequency) ANOVAs. Imagined-only responses
were rare and were significantly less common for actions imagined
and performed twice (M ⫽ 0.03) versus once (M ⫽ 0.07), F(1,
49) ⫽ 6.85, MSE ⫽ 0.01, p ⫽ .01. The mean proportion of
imagined-only responses was identical for older and younger
adults (M ⫽ 0.05). The interaction of age and frequency was not
significant, F(1, 49) ⫽ 1.13, MSE ⫽ 0.01, p ⫽ .29. In sum, both
younger and older adults rarely misattributed the source of imagined ⫹ performed actions to imagination alone.
In contrast, older adults were significantly more likely to give
performed-only responses (M ⫽ 0.33) than were younger
adults, (M ⫽ 0.15), F(1, 49) ⫽ 5.04, MSE ⫽ 0.03, p ⫽ .03. The
incidence of performed-only responses did not depend on frequency, F(1, 49) ⫽ 1.28, MSE ⫽ 0.03, p ⫽ .26, and the
interaction of age and frequency was not significant, F ⬍ 1.
Thus, older adults’ source memory deficit for imagined ⫹
performed actions was clearly driven by their being less likely
to remember imagining the actions.

Table 5
Mean Nonzero Performance-Frequency and ImaginationFrequency Responses (With Standard Errors) for PerformedOnly Actions as a Function of Age and Frequency
of Performance
Frequency of performance
Response
Performance-frequency
Younger
Older
Imagination-frequency
Younger
Older

n

1⫻

2⫻

4⫻

16
32

1.4 (0.14)
1.6 (0.10)

2.2 (0.18)
2.4 (0.13)

3.3 (0.23)
3.3 (0.16)

8
20

1.4 (0.19)
1.5 (0.12)

1.2 (0.16)
1.6 (0.10)

1.4 (0.17)
1.5 (0.11)
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Finally, to test for age differences in ability to remember exactly
how often actions had been both imagined and performed, we
calculated each participant’s mean nonzero imagined response and
mean nonzero performed response to imagined ⫹ performed actions. Imagination-frequency and performance-frequency estimates were analyzed in separate 2 (age) ⫻ 2 (frequency)
ANOVAs. Overall, the mean imagination-frequency estimate was
1.5 and this was not affected by age, frequency, or their interaction, all Fs ⬍ 1. Performance-frequency estimates showed a markedly different pattern. Participants gave significantly higher mean
estimates to actions imagined and performed twice (M ⫽ 2.3)
versus once (M ⫽ 1.7), F(1, 49) ⫽ 56.35, MSE ⫽ 0.18, p ⬍ .001.
Of greater interest here, older adults gave marginally higher estimates (M ⫽ 2.2) than did younger adults (M ⫽ 1.8), F(1, 49) ⫽
3.78, MSE ⫽ 0.76, p ⫽ .06.

Discussion
We investigated differences between younger and older adults
in reality monitoring of action memories using a novel experimental paradigm. Like Thomas and Bulevich (2006), we found that
older adults were more likely than younger adults to misremember
imagined-only actions as performed actions—an error with potentially serious consequences in real-world settings (see Hashtroudi
et al., 1990, for a parallel age difference in reality monitoring of
memories for more complex actions, such as packing a picnic
basket). This finding converges with other literature showing reduced
source memory in late adulthood (e.g., Cohen & Faulkner, 1989;
Glisky, Rubin, & Davidson, 2001; Hashtroudi et al., 1990; Henkel,
Johnson, & De Leonardis, 1998; Lyle, Bloise, & Johnson, 2006;
McCabe, Smith, & Parks, 2007; McIntyre & Craik, 1987; Rabinowitz, 1989). It is important to note that our procedure allowed us to
investigate the fruitfulness of three potential accounts of this agerelated reality-monitoring deficit.
In the present experiment, there were three sources of action
memories: imagination-only, performance-only, and both imagination and performance. As inferred from old–new recognition
rates for action statements, performance only and imagination and
performance produced memories that were both stronger (and
equally so) than memories arising from imagination-only (for
older adults, at least). Also, memories became stronger with repeated
presentations (as indicated by increased hits). Therefore, if older
adults were overrelying on a general strength or familiarity heuristic
(see Table 1), then the age-related reality-monitoring deficit should
have manifested as a greater tendency for older participants to misattribute imagined-only actions both to having only been performed
and to having been performed in addition to imagined in an approximately evenly distributed fashion. Yet, for both older and younger
participants, imagining actions multiple times versus once decreased
misattributions to performance-only. In contrast, attributions that
imagined items were imagined and also were performed were proportionally stable across repetitions. Thus, the patterns of these two
types of misattributions did not parallel one another. Further, according to the strength heuristic account, older adults’ reality-monitoring
errors should have exaggerated with repeated presentations (as should
have younger adults’ errors), because the stronger traces resulting
from repetition would increasingly lead to errors. This pattern did not
emerge for either type of error just discussed. For instance, regardless
of the number of repetitions of imagined actions, older adults judged
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that about half of the items they remembered imagining were also
performed.
These patterns are most consonant with the idea that individuals
based their source attributions on qualitative characteristics of their
memories for the imagined-only actions (see also Thomas et al.,
2003). Imagining an action produces a memorial record of both
sensory details and cognitive operations involved in the act of
generation (Johnson & Raye, 1981). That is, cognitive operations,
which are strongly associated with imagination, will increase belief
that actions were imagined at least once. At the same time, the record
of sensory details, which is associated with performance more than
imagination, will support belief that the actions were performed at
least once. The key assumption from the dual-attribution account
developed in the introduction is that the sensory information older
adults derive from imagination is more similar to that which they
derive from performance, perhaps because age-related declines in
the sensory-perceptual systems (Baltes & Lindenberger, 1997;
Verillo, 1993) and/or the process of binding together features in
memory (Chalfonte & Johnson, 1996; Naveh-Benjamin, 2000)
reduce the amount of sensory information encoded and retained
from performance. (For a similar idea, see Mitchell, Johnson, &
Mather, 2003.) Thus, older adults would be expected to appropriately attribute imagined-only actions to imagination, but would
also concomitantly show exaggerated erroneous attributions to
performance relative to younger adults. As noted above, the pattern of reality-monitoring judgments for imagined-only events
dovetailed with this expectation.
Another possibility outlined in the introduction is that cognitive
operations are underutilized when making reality-monitoring judgments, especially for older adults. Several observed patterns disfavor this account. First, one expectation from this account is that
repeated imagination should increase the misattribution that actions were only performed (because according to this account,
sensory detail becomes enriched through repeated imagination and
this type of detail is the primary basis for source attributions,
thereby presumably leading to the imagination inflation effect; see,
e.g., Thomas et al., 2003). The opposite pattern was actually
obtained: With increased imaginations, misattributions of performance-only decreased. Second, older adults should have erroneously attributed imagined-only actions as only performed, more
than younger adults. Though the means tended in this direction, the
age difference was not statistically reliable. Third, underutilization
of cognitive operations might suggest that older adults would be
less likely than younger adults to attribute performed-only actions
as having been performed and having been imagined (because
older adults would be less sensitive to any cognitive operation
information that would lead to an imagination misattribution). But
older adults were nominally (but not statistically) more likely than
younger adults to judge that performed-only actions were performed and were imagined.
Returning to the dual attributions account, two issues bear closer
inspection. First, the age-related increase in attributing imagined-only
actions to having been imagined and having been performed could
simply reflect a general default response strategy for older adults.
When uncertain about the source of remembered actions, older adults
might have covered their bases by providing nonzero responses to
both the imagined and the performed judgments, perhaps because
there were somewhat more imagined ⫹ performed items (54) than
imagined-only or performed-only items (42 each) in the study list.
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The nonsignificant age increase in such responses to performed-only
actions lends some weight to this possibility. However, such a strategy
(a bias toward judging an item as performed and also as imagined)
would produce accurate source judgments for actions that were actually imagined and performed. Yet, older adults showed marginally
significant declines relative to younger adults in (accurately) judging
imagined and performed actions as having been both imagined and
performed. For these actions, more older adults than younger adults
indicated that the action was performed but not imagined. This pattern
is inconsistent with the interpretation that older adults’ tendency is to
guess that actions were both performed and imagined.
Second, a central assumption of the dual-attributions account is
that older adults’ encoding of sensory characteristics of performed
events is somewhat impoverished relative to that of younger
adults, and therefore sensory detail does not distinguish performed
events from imagined events (which also yield some encoding of
sensory information) as well for older adults as for younger adults.
(Mitchell et al., 2003, suggest a similar interpretation for agerelated increases in source errors in a misinformation paradigm;
Raye et al., 1980, more generally propose that in some cases
sensory information may not be a very good discriminator between
externally and internally generated representations.) As far as we
are aware, there are no studies that have examined this assumption
for enacted actions. However, experiments have demonstrated that
voice-specific details of verbal events are not preserved as well in
memory for older adults as for younger adults (Pilotti & Beyer,
2002; Pilotti, Meade, & Gallo, 2003). It is plausible that there may
also be age-related deficits in encoding other fine-grained perceptual dimensions of events, with the consequence that older adults
are less able to differentiate sensory information remembered from
actual events from that derived from imagined events.
One testable implication is that older adults may be more likely
than younger adults to make reality-monitoring errors, even if they
are as likely as younger adults to use the full range of qualitative
characteristics available in their memories of imagined-only actions. Consistent with this suggestion, Thomas and Bulevich
(2006; Experiment 2) reported that detailed instructions to consider perceptual and contextual information when making realitymonitoring judgments reduced but did not eliminate the agerelated increase in false “performed” responses. Nevertheless, we
acknowledge that finding reductions in older adults’ realitymonitoring errors for imagined events (when these adults are
encouraged to carefully consider perceptual and contextual information; Thomas & Bulevich, 2006, Experiment 2) is also consistent with the idea that older adults typically underutilize cognitive
operations in reality monitoring. Further, the underutilization-ofcognitive-operations idea can account straightforwardly for the
present age-related increase in remembering imagined and performed events as only performed. Thus, age differences in reality
monitoring may be characterized by both the underutilization and
the dual-attributions ideas developed in this article (see Mitchell,
Johnson, Raye, Mather, & D’Esposito, 2000, for a similar general
idea that age-related deficits in reality monitoring have multiple
causes). The present paradigm may have reduced older adults’
tendency to underutilize cognitive operations by requiring participants to separately consider the evidence for imagination and
performance for each test item, whereas in contexts in which
source judgments are less systematic and more heuristic (see

Johnson et al., 1993), older adults may be more prone to underutilize cognitive operations.
Our experiment also addressed the question of whether frequency estimates of illusory performance increase with the number
of times actions are imagined. Interestingly, both younger and
older participants reported that the frequency of a falsely remembered performed action increased with repeated imagination of that
action. As far as we know, this is the first report that an illusory
recollection imports details of the frequency of occurrence from
the actual event. Note that this finding differs from and extends the
seminal work by Johnson and colleagues (Johnson et al., 1977,
1979) showing that repeated imagination (or generation; Raye et
al., 1980) increased frequency judgments of actually presented
words or pictures, and repeated presentation of items increased
frequency judgments of imagination. In Johnson and colleagues’
paradigm, frequencies of imagined events were confused with
frequencies of presented events. In contrast, in the current experiment frequencies of imagined actions influenced frequency judgments of having performed actions that were never in fact performed, but the frequency of a falsely remembered imagined
action did not increase with repeated performance of that action.
Theoretical interpretation of this new effect is uncertain, but one
idea is that frequency counts of falsely remembered performance
are estimated on the basis of the amount of sensory information
recalled about a particular action, with higher estimates for actions
for which more sensory information is remembered.
Older adults gave numerically higher performance-frequency
estimates for imagined-only actions than did younger adults. Although this difference only approached conventional significance
levels, it bears noting because it raises the possibility that older
adults may not only be more likely to falsely remember performing
imagined actions but may also remember performing them more
often. Additional evidence that imagination more strongly influences the sense of how often actions have been performed in late
versus early adulthood comes from the finding that, although older
and younger adults gave comparable performance-frequency estimates for actions that were only performed, older adults gave
marginally higher performance-frequency estimates than did
younger adults for actions that were both performed and imagined.
Finally, on a more general note, the idea that imagination can
cause memories to have qualitative characteristics that are consistent with sources other than imagination (namely, perception or
performance) is widely accepted in the domain of realitymonitoring research (e.g., Henkel & Franklin, 1998; Johnson &
Raye, 1981; Kensinger & Schacter, 2006; Lane & Zaragoza, 1995)
and, more specifically, in the tradition of the source-monitoring
framework (Johnson et al., 1993). The important theoretical point
suggested by the present results is that it may be more precise in
some cases to say that imagination produces memories with qualitative characteristics that are consistent with sources in addition to
imagination, rather than to assume that imagination produces
memories that are thought to emanate solely from performance (cf.
Goff & Roediger, 1998; Thomas & Bulevich, 2006; Thomas et al.,
2003). Note also that the findings represent an instance of a
phenomenon pointed out by Lyle and Johnson (2007), which is
that the same factor (e.g., repetition of imagination) that improves
one type of source memory (e.g., memory for imagination) can
simultaneously harm another type of source memory (e.g., memory for performance).
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Appendix
Blow some bubbles
Bounce the ball
Break the toothpick
Chain the paper clips
Close the bag
Color the star
Crumple the plastic
Cut the cards
Cut the cloth with the scissors
Draw a circle with the compass
Examine the flower
Fasten the collar
Fasten the safety pin
File your nails
Flatten the clay
Flip the coin
Flip through the magazine
Fold out the corkscrew
Fold the paper towel
Lift the stamp with the tweezers
Lift the stapler
Light the lighter
Look in the magnifying glass
Look in the mirror
Make the twist tie into a V
Measure the can
Open the book
Open the purse
Pat the toy dog
Pick up the chalk
Pick up the nail with the magnet
Play the game
Polish the spoon
Press the button on the speaker
Pull off a sticky note
Push the napkin through the ring

Push the toy car
Put on the glove
Put on the hat
Put on the ring
Put on the sunglasses
Put on the thimble
Put on the watch
Put the cap on the marker
Put the card in the envelope
Put the glasses in the case
Put the marble in the cup
Put the match in the box
Put the top on the jar
Put your hand in the bag
Remove a tissue
Ring the bell
Roll the dice
Roll the pen on the table
Shake the bottle
Sharpen the pencil
Shine the flashlight
Slap the jack
Smell the candle
Stack the checkers
Stick the pins in the cushion
Stir the water in the cup
Stretch the bungee cord
Stretch the rubber band
Take the lid off the box
Take the pen out of the box
Tear the paper
Tie a knot in the string
Tie the shoe
Unfasten the Velcro
Unlock the padlock
Unzip the zipper
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